RSIC is inviting online competitive BIDS from SSI Units who are registered in Industries Department, Govt. of Rajasthan for supply of Angle Iron Post to the Govt. of Rajasthan Departments, PSUs, etc. on rate contract for the period of one year. The Tender/Bid shall only be submitted through online tendering system of www.eproc.rajasthan.gov.in. The interested bidders shall have to be enrolled/registered with portal of www.eproc.rajasthan.gov.in for participating in the Bidding process. Last date of submission of online bids is 25.3.19 till 1.00 PM. For further details visit our website: industries.rajasthan.gov.in /sppp.rajasthan.gov.in

Bid should be submitted on eproc.rajasthan.gov.in. contact: 0141-2227718

Managing Director